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NIRF RANKINGS 2021

T

he National Institutional Ranking Framework
(NIRF) - 2021 has ranked St Aloysius College
(Autonomous), Mangaluru at 95 among Colleges in India. This is a unique and distinctive accolade to the College as more that 6,000 Colleges in the country participated in the exercise and were assessed rigorously on
various parameters guiding higher education in India.
The declaration of the results of the rankings was made
by the Union Ministry of Education on Thursday, 9 September, 2021.
This distinction is all the more significant as the College
emerged as one of the Best Colleges in the state of Karnataka standing tall among 3 Colleges in the state to
secure the rank within 100.
The National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF)
has been constituted to promote quality in higher education and encourage the best of colleges to scale newer
heights by upgrading themselves to reach the global
standards of higher education. The higher education institutions are subjected to rigorous review and assessment on the parameters of Teaching-Learning Resources, Research & Professional Practices, Graduate
Outcomes, Outreach & Inclusivity and Public Perception.
St Aloysius College (Autonomous) Mangaluru has been
showing steady and consistent growth in terms of its
student enrolment, graduate outcomes, research & innovation activities. The diversity of student enrolments has
been enhanced dynamically during the past few years.
The staff-student-civic society engagement has been responsible for the wider visibility and growing public image of the College.
The College has shown higher attainments on all the
parameters of NIRF leading to a significant improvement in the rankings.
Principal of the institution, Rev. Dr Praveen Martis, SJ
has expressed his highest appreciation to the staff and
students for showing their commitment to the ideals and
vision for higher education at the institutional, regional,
state, national and global levels promoting an educational paradigm that meets global standards exposing learners to internationalized curricula and acquisition of global competencies. He also expressed his gratitude to all
stakeholders for always standing by the College in promoting a paradigm of higher education with a distinct
difference.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala

Joseph Willy Hall & Computer Lab inaugurated at
SAC

T

he inauguration of Fr Joseph Willy Hall & Computer
Lab and the launching of the Virtual Tour of St Aloysius
Institutions, Digital Garden and St Aloysius College
Alumni Association (SACAA) Website were held on 6th
August, 2021 at Maffie Block of St Aloysius College

(Autonomous), Mangaluru.
Principal of St Aloysius College (SAC) Fr Dr Praveen
Martis and renowned entrepreneur in cashew industry
Mr Walter D’Souza inaugurated the Fr Joseph Willy Hall
Continued ...
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Joseph Willy Hall & Computer Lab inaugurated at SAC
Continued from Page No.1
and Fr Joseph Willy Computer Laboratory respectively.
Rector of St Aloysius Institutions Fr Melvyn J Pinto
blessed the hall and the computer lab which is named

after the first rector and principal of St Aloysius College,
Fr Joseph A Willy.
Fr Joseph Willy Computer Lab - a Rs 20 Lakh project
funded by the Government MPLAD (Members of Parliament Local Area Development) with efforts put in by
Senior Congress Leader Oscar Fernandes to get the
Funds sanctioned.
Addressing the gathering, Walter D’Souza said, “I stand
here as a proud Aloysian admiring the growth of my Alma mater, which has reached greater heights tremendously. The Institution has given lots to its students
while pursuing their studies at this institution, and who
are in various big positions throughout the world. When
your Alma mater has done so much for you, it is always
good to give back. When we give back to our colleges,
that money goes towards research, scholarships, and
new facilities, among other things. It helps increase the

stature of the college, making it a better place.”
Rector Fr Melwin Pinto SJ said, “It’s nice to see that the
alumni of this institution are giving back to their Alma
mater. Alumni play a large role in determining the future and continued development of an institution. Your
donations go a long way to support awards for deserving
students. When your Alma mater continues to remains a
popular and prestigious institution, the value of your
degree increases as well. We have wonderful networking
with the stakeholders who join hands together in the
development of the college.”
Royal Praveen D’Souza, a faculty at St Aloysius College
briefed about the three projects-the Virtual Tour of St

Aloysius Institutions, Digital Garden and St Aloysius
College Alumni Association (SACAA) Website, after
which they were unveiled by the dignitaries on the dais.
A team of 80 members headed by Royal Praveen DSouza
played a vital role in these three projects.

President of St Aloysius College Alumni Association
(SACAA) Steevan Pinto, Registrar of the College, Dr
Alwyn D’Sa, Deans, Directors, Alumni members, teaching & non-teaching staff were present during the programme.
Fr Vincent Pinto welcomed the gathering, Fr Dr Praveen
Martis rendered the vote of thanks and director of Maffei Block, Dr Loveena Lobo compered the programme.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala
National Webinar on Human and Wildlife Relations

O

n the eve of environment day celebration the students of Bioscience association and Nature club of St
Aloysius College, (Autonomous) Mangaluru experienced
a national level webinar by NGO, fauna nation on June
11, 2021 which mainly
work in the field of wild
animals rescue . The
team conducted seminar
on animal and human
conflicts. The experts of
fauna nation spoke in
detail of the recent human and animal conflicts mostly in the urban area and those areas that have undergone
urbanisation
recently
and how to reduce these
conflicts. This topic was
delivered
by
Miss
Pragati Mishal of fauna
nation and she efficiently explained the inputs to improve positive effect on both humans and animals. Further Mr Ashrumochan of fauna nation spoke about rescue operation procedures and how they treat the affected
wild animals. The main intention of fauna nation was to
spread awareness about animal safety to the youth of
India in this pandemic situation. Overall it was a very
interactive and informative session The event was actively moderated by 3rd BSc CBZ student Madhurima
Ghosh of St Aloysius college, Mangalore.
Reported by Dr Sana Sheik
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St Aloysius College (Autonomous) observed 75 th Independence Day

S

t Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangaluru in association with its Students Council observed India’s 75th
Independence Day in
solemnity. Cadets of
NCC Army, Navy and
Air Wings of the College
led by Cadet Manish
enhanced the solemnity
of the programme with
March and grand salute
to the national flag. The
melodious
patriotic
songs by the College
Choir added to the
grandeur and patriotic
emotion among the audience.
The Chief Guest for the solemn ceremony was Dr Jenifer
Lolita C, Regional Joint Director, Department of Collegiate Education, Mangaluru region. Prof. Harsha Paul,
Asst Professor and Dean of Biological Sciences, St Aloysius College, Mangaluru was the guest of honour. Rev Dr
Praveen Martis SJ, the Principal, presided over the ceremony. Dr Ratan Mohunta, and Dr Santhosh Goveas, Director and Asst Director, Students’ Council, respectively;
Dr Alwyn D’Sa, the Registrar and Gavin Abner Pinto,
President of Students’ Council were present on the occasion.
Dr Jennifer Lolita in her address congratulated the College for celebrating Independence Day despite the pandemic. She also said that today’s youth is tomorrow’s
future in the making of New India. She motivated the
students to give their best to the nation. She also spoke
about the sacrifices made by our freedom fighters and
leaders to give us Independence.
Prof. Harsha Paul, Dean of Biological Sciences was the
chief guest. Speaking on the occasion, Harsha Paul enumerated the issues and concerns that the country has
been facing and highlighted the significant role that the

youth can play in addressing these concerns. He reminded the audience about the sacrifices made by several
young freedom fighters and persuaded the youth to continue to preserve and practice freedom in its true sense.
He invited all to continue the great heritage of peace and
brotherhood in the country for a better future.
Rev. Dr Praveen Martis, SJ, the Principal, in his presidential address highlighted the contribution of the Mahatma and all other freedom fighters in bringing

freedom to our nation. He reminded the audience of the
vivid memories of the midnight address of our first
Prime Minister of India, Pandit Nehru who posed a challenge to all Indians whether they had the courage to live
and take forward the practice of the values of freedom.
He reiterated the same pertinent question to the audience and advised all to reflect on the challenge. He recollected the great heritage of our civilization encapsulated
in the life and mission of Mahatma Gandhi, values like
peace and non-violence which are our great gifts to the
world. He advised the youth to show solidarity with all
without any distinctions and unite to take efforts to reestablish the great civilization values of India.
The Directors of various blocks, Deans, Heads of departments, members of the faculty and students witnessed
the solemn ceremony.
The welcome address was delivered by Gavin Abner Pinto. Ms Aparna Prashanth, Vice President of the Students’ Council expressed sentiments of gratitude to all
who had been responsible for the success of the solemn
event. Ms Lisha Pereira, member of the Students’ Council compered the event.
Reported by Dr Ishwara Bhar S

18 Kar Bn NCC celebrated 75th Independence
Day
On the eve of 75th Independence Day Celebration, 18
Karnataka Battalion NCC Under the aegis of NCC Gp
HQ, Mangalore, remembered the martyrs who laid down
their life for our country. The occasion was marked by
carrying out Swachha Abhiyan by cleaning the “War
memorial” premise on 14th August 2021 by NCC Cadets
of various Schools and Colleges of 18 Kar Bn NCC, Mangalore.

On the auspicious day of 15th August, Independence
Day, the Battalion carried out Wreath laying followed by
a Guard of Honour carried out by the cadets of St Aloysius College (Autonomous) and St Agnes College
(Autonomous), Mangalore. The occasion was marked by
wreath laying by Lt Col Amitabh Singh, SM, Adm Officer of 18 Kar Bn NCC, Mangalore and Lt Cdr Harsha
M R, of Indian Navy posted as Medical Officer to the
Coast Guard, Mangalore. Veteran officers of the defence forces who had rendered their service were present
for the program.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala
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Certificate Program in Teaching Excellence - 2021

T

he legacy behind the glorious 140 years of St Aloysius College are the teachers who made the difference to
millions of students who have graduated from this prestigious institution.
The institution continues to attract good talent to further the reputation at St Aloysius College which is on
the verge of being to be deemed university. The institution continues to pursue and step-up from being good to

The program has impacted hundred faculty members at
the 2 levels including; 60 staff at the foundation level
and 40 staff at the intermediate level. The hybrid
program was infused with online platforms including
Zoom, Google meet and interactive group session by Dr
Smita Desai from Dristi, Fr. Melwin Pinto Rector MJES,
Joslyn Lobo from GRID, Robin from Cyteck, Malini Hebbar Senior Faculty St Agnes & Toastmasters International, Dr Rahul & Dr Ronald pumping synergy. Certificate program in Teaching excellence will enhance capacity
and help in bridging learning with informed and contemporary concepts that build teaching excellence.
Reported by Dr Senek D Souza

Webinar on Thermo Gravimetric Analysis

O
excellent and make it a knowledge hub that contributes
to the legacy with higher benchmarks.
In this pursuit the college has initiated a learning program that intends to maximize the strengths, values &
acumen that go beyond the subject matter of expertise to
be the best. A 3-level module called “Certificate in
Teaching Excellence” includes Foundation, Intermediate
& Train the Trainer levels of learning and development.
Each module consists of 30 hours hybrid blended contact
program with evaluations. The 3-level module Program
inducts staff in the following categories:

n August 25, 2021, Dr Premchand Jain, Senior Scientist Hitach- High Tech Laboratories Mumbai delivered a talk on working principle and applications of
Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) and Differential
Thermal Analysis (DTA). He explained the principle and
construction. Also, highlighted the importance of this
instrument in the study of materials Science, Physics

 (Level -1) The Foundation Program: All new staff in
their probation will have to clear Level – 1 which is the
Foundation course. This also counts as a criterion for
probation evaluation and confirmation.
 (Level -2) Intermediate Program: Staff who have
joined in the last 5 years were introduced directly to
Level -2.
 (Level -3) Train the Trainer Program: Staff who have
qualified from the Intermediate Program qualify for
the TTT Program
The program was inaugurated on November 21, 2020 by
Rev Dr Praveen Martis the visionary behind the program and backed by Dr Senek D’Souza Director – HR &
Relations. The success of the program was clearly exhibited from day one with enthusiasm displayed by all participants towards qualitative content delivered by handpicked diversely qualified facilitators who touch upon
essentials that make contemporary education a skill for
every teacher participating in the program. The sessions
included; Teaching Skills, Classroom Management,
Counselling, Interpersonal Skills, Vision & Mission,
Team Building, Cyber Security, Communication, Positive attitude, Time Management, Best Practices and selfreflections

and Chemistry. Students from Physics and Chemistry
participated in the webinar.
Reported by Dr Chandra Shekhara Shetty T

HR Connect
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NCC Air Wing Cadets of SAC mark 75th Independence Day by launching Special subject recorded classes.

O

n the occasion of 75th Independence Day NCC Air
Wing Cadets of St Aloysius College (Autonomous), 6 Karnataka Air Squadron NCC Mangalore, launched special
subject class videos for the reference of all the NCC Air
Wing cadets in the widely used social platform:
YouTube.
Link:
https://youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLFNOoXstpcjdEU9fXzDxOFicdzQ_-pS
The videos cover various topics like airmanship, principles
of flight, meteorology
etc. Cadets have recorded
the
video
presentations
with
the guidance of their
Associate NCC Officer (ANO) Flying
Officer Alwyn Stephen Misquith.
The video classes explain, how a wing
generates lift, about
flaps and slats, stalls
and how an aircraft
enters it and recovers from it, thrust and about propellers airmanship, general terms in airmanship, visibility,
airfield layout, runway markings, taxiway markings,
unserviceability markings and aerodrome lightings.
Finding the way from one place to another is called
NAVIGATION. Moving an aircraft from one point to another is the most important part of any kind of mission.
These lectures shall deal with various definitions in the
field of aircraft navigation and the different aspects of
navigation.
Meteorology is the study of the Earth's atmosphere and
the variations in temperature and moisture patterns
that produce different weather conditions, the videos are
very informative.
An aircraft engine often referred to as an aero engine, is
the power component of an aircraft propulsion system.
Most aircraft engines are either piston engines or gas
turbines, although a few have been rocket-powered and
in recent years many small UAVs have used electric motors.
The airframe is an important part of aircraft, the body
excluding the instrumentations and power plant. It
makes flying easier for the pilot by providing a safer way
to control the flight. The 4 important parts of the airframe of an aircraft are discussed in this video.
Flight instruments: Flight instruments refer to all the
devices present in the cockpit which provide the pilot
with important data such as altitude, airspeed, heading,
Radio Detection and Ranging. It refers to the technology
of using radio waves to detect and find the distance to an
object. How we can build a model aircraft using basic
materials. How to fly a model aircraft? What are the different safety codes? All such various questions are answered in these sessions.
Cdt Anusha, Cdt Manish
Bhat, Cdt Alister, Cdt Rishika, Cdt Mandeep, LFC
Reshma, Cdt Vedika, Cdt Ananya, Cdt Joel, Cdt Sheril,

Cdt Kenneth, Cdt Yaseen, Cdt Vijayalakshmi, Cdt
Harshitha, Cdt Prathik and few other cadets have prepared these video classes.
Rev. Fr Dr Praveen Martis SJ the Principal of St Aloysius College (Autonomous) Mangalore and Wg Cdr Chandan Garg the newly posted Commanding Officer of 6 Kar
Air Sqn NCC Mangalore have congratulated the NCC
Air Wing cadets of Flight A- St Aloysius College, who
have taken this unique initiative. We hope that these
videos will be informative to NCC Air Wing Cadets and
all knowledge seekers.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala

NCC of SAC organised Rally on Azadi Ka Rally
on Azadi Ka Amrut Mahotsav

O

n 8 August 2021 Cadets of NCC Army Wing, St Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangaluru organised a rally on the occasion of 75th Independence Day and Azadi
ka Amrut Mohotsav. The main idea of rally was to aware

the local people of Mangalore about the
a) Freedom fighters of India and their struggle to make
the nation independent from the British rule b) Ban on
single use of plastic c) Covid-19 safety Norms d) Clean
and green India e) Pollution free f) Road safety
The rally began from St. Aloysius College and went
across Hampankatta market, cadets distributed 100 Indian flags to retail shops, banks (State bank of India and
Karnataka Bank) and malls. The programme was organised under the guidance and support of Col N.R. Bhide
(Commanding officer-18 KAR BN NCC), Lt.Col Amitabh

Singh (Administrative officer-18 KAR BN NCC), Dr
Praveen Martis, SJ, Principal of St Aloysius College
(Autonomous) and Capt Shakin Raj, Associated NCC
Officer.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala
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Activities of Centre for Social Concern
Online SAHAAYA-Orientation, Input Session Poster
Making, Collage Making, Vertical Gardening and Plantation:
Covid-19 has now been a part of our lives for more than
a year. Even though it has affected people across the
globe in several ways, it has drastically altered the lives
of students, causing deterioration in their physical and
mental health. Amid the pandemic, schools and colleges
in India have been functioning virtually, severely disrupting the social skills and overall development of students. College students have been missing out on their
joyous campus life, which has a key role to play in preparing them for the future. This tremendous shift in academic structure has triggered an increased sense of anxiety, stress, anger, and loneliness in students, leaving
them in a state of confusion and vulnerability.

In order to cope effectively with the changing environment, Centre for Social Concern organized virtual activities for 1st year SAHAAYA students and they have actively participated in SAHAAYA activities to help maintain an everyday balance and bring a sense of perspective.
In order to brief and make the students understand the
objectives and purpose of SAHAAYA, Orientation sessions
were conducted in the month of May 2021. Students
were divided into different groups and oriented by different faculty members and a good number of 429 students
actively participated and completed their orientation.
In collaboration with Sanjeevani Life Beyond Cancer,
Centre for Social Concern organized a session on “Cancer
Prevention-Healthy life style and COVID-19” on 27th
July 2021 by Ms Sumki Begum, Program Coordinator,
Senjeevani Life Beyond Cancer. An additional session
was also conducted on 22nd May 2021 on the topic “Role
of Child Welfare Committee in the care and protection of
children” by Ms Shobha Dsouza, Faculty of Social Work
Department, School of Social Work Roshni Nilaya, Mangaluru. A total number of 425 students actively participated the sessions.
To make students more creative and active Centre for
Social Concern organized 04 different types of activities
such as Sapling Plantation, Vertical Gardening, Cloth
bag stitching and Poster or Collage making on different
themes. Students were given options to choose any two
among 4 activities mentioned above. Around 401 students’ activity participated, completed and experienced
the virtual activity.
This wouldn’t have been successful without the support
of Coordinators, Association Presidents, Mentors and

each student. Centre for Social Concern would like to
extend our heartfelt gratitude and thanks to each and
every one who made all the activities successful.
A webinar on “Dealing with the crimes against children and the importance of Sex Education for students” - For the teachers of schools and colleges from
adopted villages.
As a part of the internship, interns of the Centre for Social Concern
organized a webinar on
2nd September 2021
(10:00 am - 11:30 am).
The webinar was organized for the teachers of
the adopted villages and
teachers from other
schools had also participated in the webinar.
The webinar was on the
topic ‘Dealing with the
crimes against children
and the importance of
Sex Education for students.’
Mr Joel Joseph and Ms Anusree Natakal, interns of Centre for Social Concern hosted the session by briefing
about sex education. There were around 35 participants
in the webinar scheduled on the Google meet platform.
The resource person, Dr Deena Dsouza Head of UG Social Work began the session by sharing about the role of
a teacher in a student’s life and how to understand if a
student is having trouble. The resource person explained
the importance of sex education for the upcoming generation and included incidents of children who experienced
abuse, which cases she handled. Explained some methods for the teachers to identify child abuse and to deal
with these children. Some of the methods mentioned
below:







Creating a safe environment for children.
Giving individual attention for children.
Informing the parents and police.
Providing sessions on sex education and POCSO.
Providing counselling and emotional support for
overcoming abuse to avoid future consequences.
The session was concluded by a brief explanation of
menstrual hygiene followed by a Q&A session. The interns delivered the vote of thanks and provided ECertificates for the participants.
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Juniors bid farewell to their senior
hostel-mates

Activities of Centre for Social Concern
Claiming youth spaces for the well-being of the planet and it’s people: On the occasion of International
Youth Day, Centre for Social Concern organized a state
level webinar on “Claiming youth spaces for the wellbeing of the planet and it’s people” on 12th August 2021
(2.30pm-4.00pm). The webinar saw the participation
around 120 participants scheduled on Zoom platform.
Ms Philomena Fernandes, Coordinator of Centre for Social Concern welcomed the eminent resource person, dignitaries and participants also formally introduced the
resource person Mr Janardhan Kesargadde, who is
working as youth work resource centre Samvada Benga-

luru and engaged in youth sensitization, leadership and
alternative livelihood training but also in advocating and
campaigning for youth rights at national level.

W

ith the academic year coming to an end, and the
seniors getting ready to take a step into a crucial part of
their life, the junior hostellers, of AIMIT, lifted the spirits of 2021 batch by organising a farewell programme on
July 27, 2021.
The hosts for the evening were Raghavendra Naik and
Krishnendu Nambair. The event began with a welcome
speech by Khushi Agarwal.
In his address, Director Dr (Fr) Melwyn Pinto highlighted how hostel life can be an opportunity for students.
“Hostel life teaches you to be independent and responsible. It teaches you to use your freedom with responsibility. Once you are out of the college, you must manage
your life on your own and hostel life puts a foundation
for the same,” he said. He also urged the students to enjoy each moment of life. “We all must have a goal and
destination for our life. However, life is not just about
destination. There is also the journey. We must make
our journey itself as the destination making the most of
each moment,” he added.
Yamini J and team performed a dance and Chaithra
Krishna rendered a medley of songs. After a small refreshment break, the programme continued with a
speech by Sr Lissy Ann, the hostel warden. She called
upon the outgoing students to always cherish their moments in the hostel and do well in life. Sourav Naik, a
junior hosteller, raised toast for the seniors and thanked
them for their support and inspiration.

Rev Fr Melwin Pinto SJ Director of Extension Centers of
the college addressed the gathering and urged the youth
to involve in the nation progress activities in order to
build the healthy nation.
Ms Bindiya Shetty Coordinator of Centre for Environmental Concern moderated the Q&A session and delivered vote of thanks. Ms K Gopika Coordinator of Centre
for Social Concern compared the program.

Project Presentation

S

tudents from BCA presented their project which was
awarded on Innovation Day and guided by Ms Vanaja on
August 17, 2021.

Final year students, Fr Sony Xavier and Riya Jacob recalled their life in the hostel. They said that it was home
away from home and it taught them many things for
their life. They thanked the juniors for arranging the
farewell programme which was a surprise for them.
Later, the seniors were taken on a walk down memory
lane of their hostel days through a PPT presentation
made by Brian Mello.
Vaishnavi Hosur and Ganesh Kaushal performed a duet
dance to the thundering applause of the audience. The
next part of the evening consisted of fun games which
were organised by Brian Mello and Chris Fernandes.
Nihal Murali, a junior fellow mate, steeked the farewell
with a long awaited ‘DJ night’ to which seniors and juniors danced with zest to the rhythm of back to back
songs. The farewell was a successful and memorable
event which left everyone with broad smiles and irrepressible joy.
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Activities of Centre for Environmental Concern
Tree survey and geotagging: Centre for Environmental
Concern organized a tree survey and Geotagging activity
for the students on the 29th and 30th of July, 2021. 15
students joined this activity. Every tree of the campus
was geotagged including the trees in PUC, primary, high

school, ITI etc. Survey gave the count of 869 trees across
the campus. The activity was coordinated by Mr Royal,
faculty of BCA & Ms Bindiya Shetty, programme coordinator of CEC.
Bird nesting session: Session on bird nesting was conducted by Sabrina Hougaar
of
Nature, Nurture and
Natural. The session was
conducted on 03/08/2021 at
the main auditorium. 7 students from the different
departments participated
in the session. More than
10 bird nests were prepared
by the students. The session was coordinated by Ms
Bindiya Shetty, Programme
coordinator of CEC.
Clean up behind admin block:
Centre for Environmental Concern organised a clean up
behind the admin block where the eco theme park is
coming up. 15 students from different departments were
part of the cleanup. Clean up took place for 3 days i.e

Students helped in the plantation of flowering plants
and filling up the plots with red soil. Maintenance staff
and workers assisted students for the same. The work
was coordinated up by Mr Glavin Rodrigues, Chief coor-

dinator of CEC & Ms Bindiya Shetty, Programme coordinator of CEC.
Orientation on waste segregation and disposal: Centre for Environmental Concern organized an orientation
session on waste segregation and disposal for maintenance and laboratory staff on the 27th of August 2021.
The session was held in the Xavier block. The Speaker
for the session was Ms Bindiya Shetty, Programme coordinator, CEC. There were 30 participants. They were
clearly instructed about the ways of segregation and

needed to be followed with immediate action. The session was coordinated by Mr Godwin, Maintenance officer
& Ms Bindiya Shetty, Programme coordinator of CEC
Wet waste compost bin inauguration: The wet waste
composting pit got inaugurated on our college campus on
13/09/2021. It was inaugurated by Mr Jeeth Milan Roche
by teaching maintenance staff how to compost the leftover food. The inauguration took place in the presence of
Rev. Fr Praveen Martis SJ, Dr Denis Fernandes, Director of Arrupe block and Mr Godwin Coelho, Maintenance
officer.

from 18/08/2021 to 20/08/2021. The work was coordinated up by Mr Glavin Rodrigues, Chief coordinator of CEC
& Ms Bindiya Shetty, Programme coordinator of CEC.

Garden renovation: Centre for Environmental Concern
started with garden renovation work. 15 students from
different departments were part of the garden renovation work. Work took place on 23rd, 24th, 25th of August,
2021 & on 1st, 2nd of September 2021.

Reported by Ms Bindiya Shetty
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Miyawaki-Urban Forest' campaign launched by SACAA at St Aloysius College

O

n July 24 at St Aloysius College (Autonomous), the
'Miyawaki-Urban Forest' campaign was officially
launched. The St Aloysius College Alumni Association
organised this initiative (SACAA). The objective is to use

the Miyawaki method of plantation, a technique developed by Japanese botanist Akira Miyawaki that allows
for the rapid growth of dense, natural forests. The approach is supposed to ensure that plant growth is 10
times faster and the resulting plantation is 30 times
denser than usual. It involves planting dozens of native

infrastructure has taken precedence over the environment in recent years.

Fr Melwin Pinto SJ, rector, St Aloysius Institutions,
served as the programmme's president. The campaign
began with the planting of saplings beside the High
School Building at
Alvana - Arboretum (Centre for Sustainable Diversity).
P Shridhar was felicitated as a mark of appreciation for
his dedication and selfless commitment to nature and
the environment.
Fr Praveen Martis SJ, principal, St Aloysius College, Fr
Cyril DMello SJ, secretary, MJES, Stephen J Pinto,
president, SACAA, and Arjun Mascarenhas, coordinator
of the programme, were also present at the event.

Webinar on Marching towards Perfection

species in the same area, and becomes maintenance-free
after the first three years.
P Shridhar, range forest officer, launched the campaign
and spoke about the Miyawaki Plantation process as
well as numerous environmental factors. P Shridhar,

SAC - Student Connect

who spoke at the event, emphasised the necessity of
growing native plant species. He also discussed how
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Online Entrepreneurship Development Programme

T

he MBA department of AIMIT conducted an online
Entrepreneurship Development Programme (EDP) from
June 16 to June 19, 2021 for the second year MBA students. The sessions were conducted for an hour each during the days of the programme with an exception on

June 18 when there were two sessions.
The session began with prayer service led by Mr Brandon Elroy and Mr Joycemol Jacob. Dr Dhananjaya K,
Dean (Academics), department of MBA graced the occasion with his encouraging presence and welcome address. The dean introduced the chief guest of the day Mr
Dikshith Rai, founder of CodeCraft Technologies Private
Limited. In his inaugural address, he gave an informative talk on entrepreneurship. He also responded to all
the queries at the end of his inaugural address. Ms Supriya M S. compered the session.
Director, Dr (Fr) Melwyn Pinto SJ, in his message emphasised on the new normal and gave insights of current
scenario and ways to manage it creatively and innovatively. He stated that adversity has also become the
mother of inventions.
The next day, June 17, witnessed a vibrant young entrepreneur, Mr Sorabh Nahata speaking on his journey to
entrepreneurship. He started Canara Electric and Refrigeration Co. and Air Conditioner Point. He explained
it through the theory of passion, focus, consistency and
excellence with apt examples of personalities from the
world of successful entrepreneurship. He also cited many
examples about entrepreneurs from various fields and
what strategy they used to apply for their successful
journeys. While answering questions, he also mentioned
about various funding options for upcoming start-ups.
The session was hosted by Ms Wival Gonsalves.
On the third day (June 18) the first session was conducted by CA Prasanna Shenoy M, partner at Prasanna
Shenoy & Co, Mangalore. He elucidated in detail on the
topic ‘preparation of business plan’. Mr Shenoy described
the technicalities of business plan in a way that all could
understand easily and the focus was also laid on the key
aspects that future entrepreneurs should and need to
keep in mind while drafting a successful business plan.

The second resource person of the day was Mrs Vathika
Pai, proprietor of Vathika International Travels. Talking
on the topic ‘women entrepreneurship’ she gave insights
on how to be an entrepreneur. She also highlighted characteristics of successful entrepreneurs and threw light
on the challenges and advantages of the generation to
become an entrepreneur. Ms Tanuja Pawar, MC of the
day, guided everyone throughout both the sessions.
On the final day of the programme on June 19, the input
was given by Mr K Nikesh Shetty, a successful practicing advocate, who discussed the legal requirements for
starting a business. Ms. Carol Fernandes was the MC of
the day.
The valedictory function began with a thanksgiving
prayer by Fr Sony Xavier. Soon after the prayer, Ms Riya Jacob summarised the entire programme with a short
and meaningful wrap up of all the sessions. It was followed by the students’ feedback narrated and displayed
by Mr Sooraj Pai.
The certificates of the online course on entrepreneurship
from Santa Clara University, California were displayed
on the screen. The valedictory function was aptly concluded by faculty coordinator, Dr Swapna Rose, by acknowledging the massive efforts put in by the entire
team and also the encouragement by the management
and staff.

Virtual power seminar on job skills for freshers

T

he Department of MBA, AIMIT in collaboration
with ICT Academy, organised a virtual power seminar
on Job Skills for Freshers for the students of MBA on
June 29, 2021. The resource person for the seminar was
Ms. Harini Sreenivasan, Partner, Semcostyle Institute
India.

Ms. Vicelle Monterio, Placement Officer, welcomed the
gathering and spoke about various initiatives that the
department was taking for the skill development of MBA
students.
Ms. Harini Sreenivasan spoke about the skills required
for an MBA graduates in 21st century. Particularly she
highlighted the importance of skills such as analytical
ability, problem solving ability, creativity and innovation
and adaptability to change in the industry. She urged
the students to look beyond classrooms and to be lifelong
learners to stay relevant in the job market.
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ACCA AFFILIATE

T

he Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
(ACCA) institute, is the global professional accounting
body offering the 'Chartered Certified Accountant' qualification which gives plenty of opportunities not only
abroad but even in India as there are big 10 audit firms
offering jobs for ACCA affiliates. ACCA is fast growing
international accountancy organisation with 2,00,000
members and 4,86,000 students in 180 countries.
ACCA is a globally-recognized accounting qualification
that provides a strong foundation to students and professionals for careers in Accounting, Tax Consulting, Auditing, Business Valuation, Treasury Management etc.
The following students of St Aloysius College
(Autonomous), Mangaluru, who have been affiliated with
ACCA are placed in leading companies in India and
abroad.
Deena Sequeira, is the daughter of Mathew Robert Sequeira and Gracy Sequeira, Kulshekar, Mangaluru had
completed ACCA in March 2021 in single attempt. Soon

in many countries and also because the method of examination suited his style. During the final semester of his
study, he got placed into Northern Trust – Bengaluru.
After completing ACCA, Velron is placed in Ernst &
Young – GDS in the Assurance service line as a Lead
Associate.
Velron says from his experience that he has seen that
ACCA affiliates who have prior work experience tend to
attract better positions and offers when compared to
Affiliate freshers. Therefore, he suggests that students
who take up B Com with ACCA start working after
graduation and complete the remaining papers.
As a globally recognized education and updated/Industry
relevant content, ACCA qualification is a great way to
build a career in Accounts and Finance. Students can
pursue this along with their graduation. Its flexible examination scheme makes this qualification more attractive having more than 80 international accountancy
partnerships. It communicates credibility since student’s
proficiency is tested over 14 rigorous exams and is a
great way to give an edge to one’s resume. A well designed curriculum which is continuously updated to develop industry relevant knowledge, skills and professional values. ACCA trains to perform strategic roles at senior management levels.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala

75th Independence Day

after completing her B Com from St Aloysius College
(Autonomous), she joined ACCA. She had taken all 12
papers as self-study mode even though it was challenging it was worth doing. As a tutor, Deena came across
many students who give up ACCA because it's difficult
to study. At present Deena is placed in big 5 Audit firm
as an Audit Assistant.
Awin Menezes, is the son of Alwyn and Anitha Menezes
from Bantwal completed his B Com Degree from St Aloysius College (Autonomous) in 2015 and joined ACCA.
He says, “Since the course was not popular in India in
the initial years and due to lack of exam centres at Mangaluru, students had to travel either to Kochi or Bangalore to attend the exams.” Currently Awin is working as
a Senior 2 within Assurance (Banking and Capital Market UK Practice) at EY GDS, Bengaluru.
Rexon Martis, is the son of Ronald Martis and Jacintha
Martis from Kulshekar, Mangaluru. After completing B
Com degree from St Aloysius College (Autonomous),
Mangaluru he joined ACCA and was placed as an Auditor at EY Kuwait (fun filled job with deadlines to come
up with the results). As an ACCA graduate, he says that
sheer hardwork and dedication helped him to qualify
ACCA within a span of 1 year with the 3rd Rank in India.
Velron Rozer Goveas, from Mangaluru completed B Com
in 2018 from St Aloysius College. He decided to take up
ACCA because it was a global degree widely recognized

AIMIT celebrated 75th Independence Day here on August 15 in a simple yet meaningful way.
The morning assembly was held exactly at 8:30 a.m. in
front of the admin block. To commemorate the sovereignty of our country, finance officer of AIMIT Fr
Fredrick Menezes hoisted the tricolor in the backdrop of
melodious notes of the national anthem and everyone
saluted the national flag.
Brian Ruzario Desouza Mello, a student of MCA delivered the Independence Day message.
He spoke about
the supreme sacrifice the great
martyrs
made
and how freedom
was very precious and why it
was necessary to
preserve it. In
remembrance of
the father of our
nation, Mahatma Gandhi, he
spoke on how the world will always remember the care
and empathy Gandhi gave to the poor.
After enlightening the crowd on the tradition of Delhi on
this auspicious day, he said, “Let us take that leap to a
dream that will help us grow as our nation grows.”
It was a pleasant morning at AIMIT where everyone
gathered followed the Covid protocol and dispersed paying homage to the country.
The programme was hosted by Riya Jacob of II MBA.
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Radio Sarang

I

n the month of May and June the station broadcast
very interesting yakshaganas. Some of them were
Shreemathi Shreepathi, Karmenevadikarasthe, Guddeda
Daiva Atada Ayana, Veeramani Veeravarma, Chandra
Charithre, Nagashree, Rukmanda Charite, Shanmukha
Sandana, Shree Krishna Leelamrutha.
For the “Hrudaya Raga” Programme, the guests were,
Mohan K Bola, Theater Artist, Grama Seetu Team Sulya, Ashwini Arala, Rural Sporting talent. B.K Madhava
Rav, Artist, Yadava Mannagudda, Theater Artist came
to the studio for an interview, as many listeners interacted with the artists by phone
For “Thalo Umalo” Programme, The guests were, Pradeep Barboza, Actor, Director and Drama Creator, Cyprian Menezes and J R Furtado, Brass band artists, Vincent Mendonca, Junior Training Officer, ITI St Aloysius
Collage, Mangalore, Dolhpy Saldanha, Adolphus Cutinha (Dolla Mangalore) and Liston D’Souza , Konkani artists, Ivy D'Souza, Singer, Stany Bela, A Literary and

Director came to the studio for an interview, as many
listeners interacted with the artists by phone.
For “Radio Sanje” the guests were, Vasanth Kumar
Shetty, District Lion’s Governer came to the studio for
an interview, as many listeners interacted with the artists by phone.
For the project of SVYM/ UNICEF, Dr Rukmini, Deputy
Chief medical office, Tuberculosis and Heart Disease
Hospital Moodshedde, Mangalore, came for live phone in
programmeDr. Srinivas Bhat, Psychiatrist specialist, KS
Hegde Hospital Derakatte, Dr Norbert Lobo, Director,
St.Aloysius College Mangalore, Dr Aleem Pasha, Administrative Medical Officer, PHC Badagalapura, Saragur
Taluk, Mysuru District, Dr Sudesh, Medical Officer
PHC, Amla Mogaru Mangalore, Dr Durga Prasad M R,
Superintendent, Govt Lady Goshan Hospital Mangalore,
Dr Naveen Chandra Kulal, Covid Nodal Officer,
Dakshina Kannada, Mangalore, Dr Gururaj Karjagi,
Philosopher, Dr Prasanna Mithra, Associate Professor,
KMC Hospital Mangalore, Dr Girish Bandari Pediatrician , Government Lady Goshan Hospital , Mangalore,
Dr Manju Rajanna, Polution Control Department, Mangalore gave a recorded programme.
A special project from Community Radio Association
(CRA),Young Warriars has been given to our station.
We conducted 2 Narrow Casting and 1 webinar Programme. For Narrow Casting The gust were Dr Prasanna Mithra associated professor, KMC hospital,

Mangalore and for Webinar Dr Tuffail, PHO, Sajipanadu, Bantwal.
As part of the project Rural Drinking Water and Sanitation Department (RDWSD), government of Karnataka,
Dr.Tajuddin CK, Associate Professor, Department of
Medicine, Kastur Ba Medical College, Mangalore, Nithin
Vas, Founder of Paper Seed, a social enterprise, Jeeth

Milan, an Environmentalist, And Mark Shera came for
live phone-in programme. For recorded programme,
Vanishree, Operatinal Head, APD foundation, Madhava
Ullal, an Environmentalist, Nagalinga Swamy Vishwa
Brahmana, Geologist, Rural Drinking Water and Sanitation Division, Dakshina Kannada District, Shaiva Govias, Solid and Liquid Waste Management Consultant,
Dakshina Kannada District Panchayat, Nagaraj Anchan, convener, Hasirudala, JayaprakashEkkur, an Environmentalist, Vinrum and Amruth Nayak, Singer, Dr
Ganesh Amin Sankamar, Tulu Folklore Scholar, Pro
Bhaskar Rai Kukkuvalli, Lavina, a young recluse, Dr
Naveen chandra Kulal, Nodal Maleria Office, Bindiya
Shetty, Composers, Center for Environmental concern,
St Aloysius College Mangalore, Fr Melwyn Noronha,
Pakshikere Church, Pawan Kumar Shetty, District Consultant, Dakshina Kannada District Panchayat Swascha
Bharat Mission, came to the studio.
State of the art Radio Sarang website was relaunched by
Principal Dr (Fr) Praveen Martis SJ here on Friday, July 02, 2021. The website has been newly designed with
modern effects by Siona Solutions owned by Royal
D’Souza from BCA department.

Stand up against injustice and Uphold the
Dignity of Fr Stan
Webinar conducted
on
21.07.2021 at 11 a.m
TITLE: the dead cannot cry
for justice, the living cannot remain silent
to stand up against Injustice and Uphold the dignity
of Fr Stan
Speakers: 1. Fr (Dr) Joseph
Savier SJ, Director, Indian
Social Institute, Bangalore.
2. Ms Poorna R, Advocate,
Bangalore
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Math Fiesta 2021 - A Festival of Mathematics

E

very year, the Department of Mathematics of St
Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangalore organizes
Math Fiesta for the curious and enthusiastic PreUniversity students of various colleges to commemorate
the birth anniversary of Prof. K.A Krishnamurthy, an
eminent mathematician and a great teacher. This grand
fest that used to take place offline had to be shifted to
virtual platforms since
2020 due to the Covid-19
pandemic. The immense
use of technological advancement played a vital
role in connecting the
students with the core of
mathematics. Thus, the
legacy continued and
Math Fiesta 2021 was
conducted to celebrate
108th birth memorial of
Prof
K.A
Krishnamurthy with a totally
new perspective of virtual fest consisting of five
innovative, interesting
and fun-filled events
that not only focused on theoretical mathematics but
also on Application of theory, Life skills, Creativity and
Intelligence of the students. (Brochure: - https://
bit.ly/3C5Cwjl)
Out of the five events, Find Your Place, Math-o-Sapiens,
and E-Rekha were held live through Google Meet while
the other two, Gino-Math and Across the Math were submission based. Events were held from 2nd to 4th September 2021 with a total participation of 75 students
from numerous colleges across the state and the winners
list was announced in the valedictory ceremony that was
successfully held on 7th September 2021.
Ms. Shaila Priya Rodrigues was being assigned with the
role of Staff Coordinator for the fest. Ms. Lizan Meryl
Pereira (3rd BSc SEcoM), Mr. Mohith Krishna M Kamath
(3rd BSc SCsM) and Ms. Gauthami CS (2nd BSc SCsM)
were chosen as student coordinators. Each event had two
heads forming a group of ten event heads working tirelessly for the success of their respective events. The coordinating committee along with the designer team consisting of Mr. Sarwin Deon Chandran (3rd BSc PCsM),
Ms. Michelle Ann Abhijit (2nd BSc PCM) and Mr. Mobin
Santhosh John (3rd BSc PCaM) worked together and
made this fest a grand celebration.
Every live event began with an opening note giving
glimpse of the fest by one of the student coordinators,
followed by a short prayer after which the event heads
took over as the host making the event interactive and
interesting.
Opener event for Math Fiesta 2021 was Gino-Math
with Ms. Lakshmi K of 3rd BSc PEM and Ms. Pearl
D’Souza of 2nd BSc PCM as the event heads with the tagline ‘Add Waste, Subtract the Rest’. Amalgamating
Mathematical model making competition with wealth
out of waste made this competition to aim at bringing
the best out of student’s creative mind, acknowledging
waste management and environmental concern with

mathematical approach. It was a submission-based
event where the participants had to submit a time-lapse
video of them making the model along with the detailed
explanation of the materials used and mathematical theory behind the practical use of the model. 15 students
from different colleges registered for the event, out of
which 13 submitted the model visuals and video. The
videos attached explained various theorems, formulae’s,
application of multiple mathematical theories and also
threw light on effective manifold utilization of the waste.
The event was judged by Ms Shaila Priya Rodrigues,
Lecturer, Dept. of Mathematics, St Aloysius College
(Autonomous), Mangalore. Charan G from St Joseph's
Pre-University College, Bangalore and Neha Amin from
Mount Carmel Pre-University College, Bangalore
emerged as the winner and the runner up respectively.
Gino-math was followed by the event Find Your Place.
This mindful event was the brainchild of Mr. Anmol
Vismay Coelho and Mr. Raoul Samuel Noronha and was
conducted live via Google Meet on 2nd September 2021
at 3:30pm. With the theatrical tagline, ‘Seek X to know
Y’ the participants would obtain 2 values (latitudinal
and longitudinal coordinates) which were to be deduced
through the given set of mathematical equations. The
values when entered in Google Maps (Or Google Search
Engine) would give them a place of mathematical historic importance. Subsequently bidding was held, through
which the highest bidder claimed the opportunity to
guess the place. M-coins (Mathematical coins) and points
were awarded to the participants for bidding and judgment purpose respectively. 21 Pre-University
students from various
colleges participated in
the event among which
Aaryan Shrivastav of
Lourdes Central School,
Mangalore was declared
as the Winner, Nagabhushan P of Expert PU College, Valachil and Rahul
V of St Joseph’s PU College, Bangalore shared
the first and second runners up place respectively.
The third event of the fest was Across the Math which
was a math crossword consisting of 12 questions. The
blank crossword document was sent to participants
through the WhatsApp group. This submission-based
event took place on 3rd September 2021 from 11:30 am to
11:50am. The event heads were Ms. Anisha Pereira from
2nd BSc PCM and Prathiksha M P from 2nd BSc SEcoM.
With a given time limit of 20 minutes, the participants
had to solve the questions, fill up the crossword with the
right answers and submit their saved word file through
a google form. 10 participants out of the 17 registered,
submitted the filled crossword on time. With the highest
right answers, Jitesh Agarwal from St Joseph’s PreUniversity College, Bangalore deemed the winners place
and Prathik Bajoria from Christ Pre-University College
(Residential) Bangalore bagged the first runners up
place.
Continued...
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Math Fiesta 2021 - A Festival of Mathematics

Digital Garden

Continued from Page No.13
With the tagline "When in press, break the stress" was
the next event Math-o-Sapiens. It was a Math mock
press event (Stress interview) conducted via Google meet
where Ms. Ronita Lobo and Mr. Alan Christy were the
event heads. The participants were allotted a mathematician that they had to impersonate and answer the
questions asked by the judges. This event was held on 3rd
September 2021 at 4pm and the allotment was done on
2nd September 2021 at 10am. There were total of 8 participants. Mr. Avinash Daniel Dsouza and Ms. Shaila
Priya Rodrigues were the judges acting as the press.
Participants were given 2 minutes to present themselves
as the given mathematician followed by 3 minutes of
stress interview round. Math-o-Quiz, a fun filled quiz
filler with general
questions related to
mathematicians
was conducted after
every participant’s
presentation. The
agenda of the quiz
was “in Search of
Math-o-Genius”.
The winner of the event Math-o-Sapiens was Ms. Adriana D’Souza from St. Aloysius Pre-University College,
the first runner up was K Sai Prathiksha from Lourdes
Central School and the second runner up H G Vasudeva
from St Aloysius Pre-University College.
The last event of the fiesta was E-Rekha which was Eposter presenting competition conducted on 04 September 2021 at 3pm. The participants were asked to submit
their posters a day prior of the event with the theme
“Math in Daily Life”. Judges for the competition were
Mrs. Priya Monteiro, HOD of UG Department of Mathematics, St. Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangalore
and Ms. Apoorva Shetty. 15 of 16 registered participants
from various colleges took part. After the event Mrs. Priya Monteiro, spoke few words addressing the participants. Mr. Navil Maxim D’Silva and Ms. Preethi Sehara
Rodrigues were the event heads. The Winner of the
event was Gokul Yadhava G from Christ Junior College
and Amna Javed from Lourdes Central School as the 1st
runner up while Sohan Shanbhogue from St. Aloysius
PU College as the 2nd runner up.
With the smooth functioning of all the five events, the
curtains were pulled after the Valedictory Ceremony
which was also held online via Google meet. The valedictory ceremony was headed by the respected Director of
the Xavier block, Dr John Edward D'Silva. Ms. Gauthami C S was the host for the evening. The Programme
started off with a short prayer by Mr. Raoul Samuel Noronha and Ms Lizan Meryl Pereira welcomed the gathering. Chief guest Dr. John E D’Silva addressed the meet.
Few participants expressed their views on the events
which they participated. The list of the winners and the
runner ups were announced by Mr. Mohith Krishna M
Kamath.
A short video documentary of the Math Fiesta 2021 was
presented and Ms. Shaila Priya Rodrigues proposed the
vote of thanks thus officially ending Math Fiesta 2021.
(Video link- https://youtu.be/NQnJDvV0Mxs)
Reported by Ms Shaila Priya Rodrigues

Established in 1880, St Aloysius College prides itself in
its glorious history of 141 years. Despite its status as a
minority institution, the College has imparted quality
education to all sections of society regardless of its caste,
colour or creed. Green campus is a concept to build sustainable living practices that are environment-friendly
in educational institutions around the world.

Sustainable ecosystem in College campuses impacts students’ lives positively on a daily basis. Studies have
shown that students studying in active green campuses
have better knowledge retention capacity, environmental behaviours, community solidarity, etc.
St Aloysius College and its sprawling have their own
aesthetic beauty. The college welcomes everyone who
enters its portals with its shaded park named “Mother
Teresa Peace Park” surrounded by trees generated in
the Laboratory of Applied Biology of the College through
tissue culture. Besides this, there are colourful landscape gardens creating many green spots in and around
the campus.
St Aloysius College is conscious and committed to the
environmental issues with regard to protection, conservation and sustenance of natural resources. AL-VANA –
an Arboretum – with an expanse of about 1.5 acres is
maintained as a mini biodiversity spot on the campus
with its natural flora and fauna. About 150 plants belonging to 70 different species are maintained and nurtured in this Arboretum. Among these, 3 species belong
to RET category. The floristic components with a good
canopy and topography are favourable for the enrichment of the species.
QR code enabled labelling and making of a Digital Garden.

The major objectives of this project are:
To create an inventory of the floral diversity of St
Aloysius College (Autonomous)
To educate stake holders on the importance of the
plants and trees by tagging them with QR Code enabled labels
To launch a Digital Garden to provide information
about each plant and tree in the campus at everyone’s fingertips.

Documented data have been digitized through the website creation and QR (Quick Response) code linking. Specific URLs are used to create QR codes for each species.
In order to create a digital garden, the QR code is placed
along with the plant label. By scanning the QR code
with a QR code scanner in the mobile phone, the code
translates the URL and opens to the website where the
person can access the complete data of each plant species.
Reported by Mr Royal Praveen D Souza
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Sadhbhavana Divas-Oath Taking Ceremony

Student Activity cell report: July– August 2021
In connection with celebration of “Azadi ka Amrut
Mahotsav” (75 years of India’s independence the following programmes were organised
Student activity cell of
the college in association with NCC, NSS
and YRC organised an
online talk by Dr Arathi
V.B, founder of
Vibhu Academy, Karnataka on the topic “
Great Indian Freedom
fighters”
which was
held on 13th of July
2021. Around 400 members (Including staff and students) attended this programme.
Student Activity Cell
of the College organized 6 competitions
through online mode to
all UG students of the
college, on the common
theme
‘Patriotism’
with different topics.
The six different competitions
organized
are, Poetry Writing in
Kannada and English,
Essay Writing in Kannada and English,
Speech Competition in
Kannada and English.
These competitions were held between 14th July 2021
and 22nd July 2021. Around 200 students participated
in these competitions. Prizes were awarded to two best
performers in each event.
Student
Activity
Cell of the College in
association
with
Dakshina Kannada
District Administration, Dakshina Kannada Zilla Panchayat and Kannada
Sanskriti
Department together organized a programme
titled “Introduction
of Great Freedom
Fighters
of
Dakshina Kananda
District.”
Senior
Journalist, Sri Manohar Prasad spoke
on the above topic and then the talk was broadcasted by
Radio Sarang 107.8 FM, the Community Radio of St Aloysius College, Mangaluru on 9th August 2021
Reported by Dr Ishwara Bhat. S

O

n 20th August 2021
the NSS Unit of St Aloysius College (Autonomous),
Mangaluru organised an
oath taking ceremony
through zoom as a part of
Sadbhavana Divas celebration to commemorate
the birth anniversary of
our late Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi. The session
began at 2.00 pm and was
presided over by Mr. Alwin D'sa (NSS Officer, St.
Aloysius college). The avolunteers were sked to keep
their video on during the oath taking ceremony. The volunteers pledged to live by means of goodwill and promote peace and harmony. There were about 40 volunteers. The session ended by 2.20 pm.
Reported by Ms Carrel Sharel Pereira

Workshop on Dry Waste Management

I

n commemoration of Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav, NSS
Unit of St Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangaluru
organised a Virtual workshop on Dry Waste Management on 13th August 2021. Ms Bindiya Shetty, Programme Coordinator, Centre for Environmental Concerns, St Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangaluru
was the resource person. Ms. Bindiya shared various
methods on dry waste management and the importance
of segregation of waste and proper waste disposal. The
volunteers were happy to understand and vowed to fol-

low the right methodologies of waste disposal. During
the workshop the volunteers were shown a demo regarding making of Eco Bricks.
Ms. Ann Mary Compered the programme. Prayer was
lead by Yukta. M. Irol Jackaria welcomed the gathering
and introduced the resource person. Ms.Saniya proposed vote of thanks. The session was concluded with
the NSS anthem lead by Ms.Palimaru Supreetha. 50
NSS volunteers took part in the workshop.
Reported by Ms Carrel Sharel Pereira
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Webinar on Stress Management and Coping of the Self during Pandemic
UG & PG Department of Social Work of St Aloysius College (Autonomous) (SAC), organized a national webinar
titled “Stress Management and Coping of the Self during
Pandemic”.
The Webinar was
held on 20 July 3pm
exclusively for teachers.
There
were
teachers from Haryana, Punjab, West
Bengal,
Himachal
Pradesh,
Kerala,
Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Haryana, UP,
Maharashtra,
Ludhiana, Gujarat and
MP.
Dr Praveen
Martis SJ, the principal of the college
delivered his message wherein he
spoke about present
pandemic that some
took it casually and some were affected. We need to understand spiritually and our own aspects of human life,
how we are connected to our own thoughts, our body and
how it affects our psyche. We need to know what happens in the world, have knowledge about present situation and instead of falling prey to some theories and falls
belief, develop positive thoughts and take enough precautions and do not loose immunity by giving stress to
ourselves.
Dr. Jahanara Gajendragad, Professor and Head, Department of Psychiatric Social Work, Institute of Human
Behaviour and Allied Sciences, Delhi, the resource person addressed the teachers on the above theme. We talk
about stress management when we feel that there is
something that is bothering us, difficult things to deal
with. We all said 2020 was very bad but 2021 was not
less in terms of devastating year with our kith and kin
falling ill and some of us loosing beloved ones.
One of the most important and significant change that
has taken place is in education system. We had to cope
with demand of education system. It is challenging to
keep the students in online mode. Teachers had to develop different skills in teaching, some skills had to be
learnt newly. At home whole set up has changed for
teachers. Children attending online classes, husband is
working from home and you being a teacher taking a
specific place and making use of newly learnt teaching
methods. Apart from psychological symptoms, teachers
also have developed feelings of sadness, fearfulness, worry and fear. Increased stress due to fear that if I become
sick what will happen to my children and family, our
neighbour’s shutting their doors, we are not able to meet
anyone, addiction to watching news, seeing death toll,
infection rate, Frustration with the existing system, parents of students criticising teachers saying we can teach
better than this teacher, whether will I be steady in my
job and will I get my full salary? And so on.
So, how do I cope with such stresses? It’s important to
acknowledge our feelings and emotions, focus on our

needs (physical, psychological and physiological) than
postponing, differentiating between work space and
home space, shift to routine job like eating together,
praying together, resort to exercise, meditation, work
out. Teacher’s job didn’t end in teaching but provide
evaluation of student’s performance attendance marking
online exams and online marks entry, assignment evaluations and so on. When we know that pandemic is not in
our control try to accept the reality and we cannot stop
living our life. Share positive and supportive news to get
rid of stress and self-hypnosis is very much important.
Dr. Jahanara Gajendragad answered several questions
that were raised by teachers. The session was moderated
by Ms. Andrea II BA Social Work, Dr Deena D Souza,
Head and Convenor UG Department of Social Work welcomed all the participants and introduced the Resource
person and Dr. Shwetha Rasquinha, Head PG Department of Social Work moderated the question-and-answer
session and Ms. Savitha D Souza, Lecturer UG Department of Social Work delivered the vote of thanks.
Reported by Ms Savitha D Souza

Recognition in Appreciation: July & August 2021
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Konkani Manyatha Diwas

S

t Aloysius (Autonomous) College Konkani dept. celebrated Konkani Manyatha Diwas on 20th August
2021. Karnataka konkani Sahithya Academy President
Dr.Jagadish Pai preside over the function and inaugurated the E-samvahan brochure. Dr. Alwyn Dsa Registrar inaugurated the Parzal yearly magazine of the dept.
and association. Mrs. Flora Castelino Co-ordinator/ Lecturer, Mr. Jokim Pinto program coordinator from Kon-

Walk for Humanity
St Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangaluru organised
an interaction and felicitation programme to Bengaluru
based Activist & Thinker, 53-year-old Vivekananda H K
for his Mission, trying to cover 12,000 kms on foot in
order to inspire and bring awareness on the importance
of HUMAN VALUES. The programme was held on Tuesday, 3 August 2021.
Mr Vivekananda has taken this state-wide foot march to
restore the human values and to understand the society
from close quarters.
A Postgraduate in History, Vivekananda with his unique
mission planned to spread the word on Human Values.
Therefore, on 1 November 2020, he launched his mission
from Vanamarpalli village in Bidar district. He reached

kani Institute assembled the program.
Dr Austin Prabhu welcomed the gathering. Mr Manish
Pinto rendered the vote of thanks. Ms Josline D'Souza
Parzal Editor compered the program.
Reported by Ms Flora Castelino

Guest Talk - Vanamahotsava

D

epartment of Botany, St Aloysius College
(Autonomous), Mangalore organised a guest talk on 7th
July on the account of Vanamahotsava. The programme
was organised as a part of the initiative undertaken by
department of botany where Students will be nurturing
a plant for a year. The Programme began with a short
prayer by Ms Rashmi and welcome address and Intro-

duction of Chief guest by Dr Sana Sheikh. Two students,
each representing First and Second year BSc botany students shared their views and their opinions about this
initiative and how it has helped them to understand the
importance of trees. The Chief guest of the programme
was Rev. Fr Dr Leo Dsouza SJ. Rev Dr Leo spoke about
the importance of Planting trees and their contribution
to the environment. He Also spoke about how the overexploitation of plants and trees has lead to climate crisis.
The programme was compared by Ms Akshitha R. Amin.
Reported by Ms Akshitha R Amin

Mangaluru on 2 August, and after a few interactions
with some of the educational institutions in town, and
also an interview for a TV Channel, he visited St Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangaluru.
Dr Dinesh Nayak, from the Dept. of Kannada, introduced Mr Vivekananda which was followed by a felicitation to him. Addressing the audience, he stressed on the
importance of Human Values. He said, “Values in all the
fields are deteriorating. Human beings are weighed in
terms of money, power and publicity. As we are living in
a modern technological society, things can be obtained
on one’s fingertips. There is a need for restoration of human values and to respect good people in the society. If
our hearts, homes and words change within the next 15
years, we can restore human values in society.”
Rev Dr Praveen Martis SJ, having touched and inspired
by Vivekananda’s speech, whole-heartedly complimented
Vivekananda for his inspiring and motivating talk aiming to respect Human values. “While Mahatma Gandhi
and Mother Teresa are no more, who taught us human
values, we now have Swami Vivekananda in the form of
Vivekananda H K, who has been going around in his mission spreading the good word for Human Values, and
convincing people to make a difference in the society. Let
us take the words of wisdom spoken by Vivekananda H K
very seriously and try to make a difference within ourselves, and in the College”, added Dr Praveen Martis, SJ.
So far, Mr Vivekananda has covered 20 districts and
intends to cover the remaining districts by December
2021. He usually covers between 30-40 kms a day. He
has given more than 1000 lectures on the need to live a
life with values like our forefathers. Dr Alwyn D’Sa,
Registrar/Controller of Examinations of the College compered the programme and delivered the vote of thanks.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala
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Certificate Course in Beary Folklore

T

he Certificate distribution of the Certificate Course
in Beary Folklore (Beary Daf, Kolkali, Oppane Paat,
Kaikott paat) was held on 24th July 2021 at Eric Mathias
Hall of St Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangaluru.
The certificate course was ably organised by the Karnataka Beary Sahitya Academy in association with St Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangaluru.
Rev. Dr Praveen Martis, SJ, Principal of the College in-

augurated the programme and said that “we have been
organizing many programs emphasizing and promoting
regional languages. Beary Academy has done a great job
in this regard”.
Academy's president, Raheem Uchill, said, “Now-a-days
Beary folk art is vanishing. In this case, we have started
the Certificate Course to save this art form for the next
generation. Earlier, we had to invite Kerala artistes to

perform in our hometown. Now, Barry Academy has
launched its first course in folk arts in the state of Karnataka, creating new artistes thus creating jobs too. The
academy-led students from Mangalore will be giving
training to the proceeding course students.
Journalist Hanza Malar distributed certificates to students completing the Folk Arts Certificate Course. Dr
Siddique Wagga, social worker Hassan Muhammad,
trainer Rais Kannur and Daf Ustad Noor Ahmed were
present during the programme.
St Aloysius College students, UT Mohammed Mashfook
Hussain, KA Ismail Shafiq and Merloy Pinto were felicitated for their commendable work by creating the translation work from Barry script into English language
through Google and all other browsers.
The course convenor, Ms Flora Castalino, member convener Kamaruddin Salmara, academy registrar Purnima, senior poet Hussain Katipalla, Beary Academy
member, Shamsheer Budoli were present during the programme. 33 students who completed the Certificate

Course performed Duff, Kaikkottu Paat, Kolkali and
Oppane Paat Folk Arts Talent Show.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala

Annual Departmental Evaluation

T

he annual departmental evaluation meeting was
held on 15 July 2021, for both UG & PG Departments.
The meetings began with an introduction by the IQAC
Coordinator along with future plans of every department
highlighted in the previous year, followed by presentation by individual departments. SWOC analysis was
done by the Directors of respective block. The registrar
scrutinized the BOS and BOE proceedings and made
remarks on matters related to examination and evaluation. On a concluding note Principal expressed his concluding remarks.
Reported by Mr Sonal Steevan Lobo

Felicitation to Nihal Tauro

I

ndian Idol season 12 finalist Nihal Tauro was felicitated at St Aloysius College on August 12.
Fr Melwin Pinto, rector, St Aloysius College said, "I am
big fan of Nihal and my favourite song is the one which
was composed by Nihal's father and that impressed me
the most. I wish to see Nihal reach the peak in his singing career. Our institute is very grateful to have him

here today.”
Principal of St Aloysius Fr Dr Praveen Martis said,
“Nihal has made all the Mangalureans proud through
his golden voice. All the staffs of St Aloysius College
were supporting him throughout his journey. We wish to
see Nihal go international.”
Nihal Tauro said, “I am very thankful for the love and
support of Mangalureans. I cannot tell how much people
supported me in my journey in the Indian Idol. All the
finalists were very good singers. What mattered me the
most was the support from the public.”
Director of Radio Sarang Fr Dr Melwyn Pinto SJ welcomes the gathering. Fr Vincent Pinto SJ, student council president Gavin Abner and others were present.
The felicitation programme was followed by an interview
of Nihal Tauro at Radio Sarang 107.8 FM with RJ Abhishek.
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“I made Sunil Gavaskar bat left handed”; Former cricketer Adwai Raghuram Bhat reminiscences his
career at St Aloysius College

I

t was a great chance for Aloysians to feel nostalgic
with memories of Indian cricket as they got a golden opportunity to interact with Mr A Raghuram Bhat, former
India International Left-Arm Leg Spin Bowler and stal-

wart of Indian domestic cricket. He was addressing the
cricket lovers in an unique event called ‘Walk the Talk’
organised by the Department of Physical Education of St
Aloysius College,(Autonomous) Mangaluru at Fr Joseph
Willy hall.
Referring to the very famous incident of his career involving cricket legend Sunil Gavaskar, Mr Bhat said “It

and scored 18 not out. More than 30,000 spectators at
the Chinnaswamy Stadium were amazed. I tried all my
tricks, but in vain. Technically they drew the match, but
we progressed to the final on the basis of their first innings lead. After the match, I said to him, ‘Hats off, sir.’
He patted my back and walked off. That was enough for
me.”
Mr Bhat fondly remembered Pakistani legend Javed
Miandad as his first wicket for India. Responding to the
questions shot at him, he addressed many happening
issues in cricket like relevance of sledging, battle for

survival of test matches, influence of big money bags on
IPL players, difficulties of small town/district cricketers,
rise of women cricket, and importance of mental health
of cricketers in the era of bio bubbles. It was an enthralling experience for the audience, interacting with
their cricketing icon of South Canara District. Being a
product of St Joseph’s College Bangalore he was proud of
his alma mater, and happy to acquaint himself with Jesuit Institutions.
Mr Donnet D’Souza, the physical director of the college
welcomed the gathering. Rev Dr Praveen Martis SJ, the
Principal of the college appreciated the efforts of Mr
Raghuram Bhat and emphasised on the support for
sports and games at St Aloysius campus. Mr Arun Dsouza, expressed gratitude to all cricket lovers for making

was the final day of the Ranaji trophy semi-final between Bombay and Karnataka in 1981 -82 season. I flattened Bombay with my left-arm spin, taking 13 wickets
in that match. In the second innings Bombay was reeling
again and on the verge of an innings defeat. Gavaskar
came to bat at No 7, presumably saving himself for later.
As I was turning the ball away from the right handed

batsman Sunil Gavaskar decided to become a left-hand
batsman to negate my spin. He played around an hour

the program a success. Mr Samuel Jayaraj Muthu, the
initial District coach of current Indian Cricket opener
and a proud Aloysian KL Rahul, was gracing the occasion. Mr Manoj Fernandes was the moderator for the
session & conducted the proceedings of the program.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala
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Faculty Recharging
DR RAGHAVENDRA S N, PG Dept. of Food Science
 Participated & completed successfully AICTE Training
And Learning (ATAL) Academy Online Elementary
FDP on " Recent advances in management and processing of industrial and domestic waste" from
16/08/2021 to 20/08/2021 at Siddaganga Institute of
Technology. Tumkur.
MR VINAY KRISHNA, Dept. of MBA
 Participated & completed successfully AICTE Training
And Learning (ATAL) Academy Online Elementary
 FDP on "Consulting: Building a Vibrant Industry- Academia Ecosystem" from 2021-07-26 to 2021-07-30
 Prin. L.N. Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research, Bengaluru.
 has undergone Innovation Ambassador training
(Advanced Level) conducted by MoE's Innovation Cell
& AICTE during the period from 30th June - 30th July
2021 in online mode.
 successfully completed Innovation Ambassador Training conducted by MoE's Innovation Cell & AICTE,
New Delhi.
MS MANIMOZHI R., PG Dept. of IT
 Attended webinar on “Stress Management and Coping
of the Self during Pandemic” organized by the Department of Social Work, St Aloysius College
(Autonomous), Mangaluru on 20th July 2021.
 Attended webinar on “Overcoming Pandemic Challenges: Measures for Academic Excellence” organized
by the Dept. of Advanced Computing, St. Joseph's College (Autonomous), Bengaluru on 29th July 2021.
 Attended a webinar on "IEEE Xplore digital library
orientation session" Organized by AIMIT, St Aloysius
College( Autonomous) on 13-08-2021
MR THOMAS C G, PG Dept. of IT
 Attended an International Webinar on "Current Scenario in Biological Research" from 1st- 3rd September,
2021 organised by Departments of Science, Alvas College, Moodubidire.
MS RENITA DSOUZA, Dept. of Biotechnology
 Attended one day webinar in Karnataka Food Processing & Agri Conclave organised by Karnataka CII
on 28th August 2021
MS SEVERINE PINTO, Dept. of English
 Participated in the National webinar on how to catch
Fake/Cloned/Predatory Journals in Academics organized by Srinivas University on August 07, 2021
DR CAROLEENA JANEFER, Dept. of Commerce
 Attended International Conference on "Industry 5.0Post Pandemic Transformation", organised by St Joseph College of Commerce Bangalore on 18th August
2021 and presented a paper on " A Study on Perception and Challenges of Local Entrepreneurs".

MR S. ARAVINDA PRABHU, PG Dept. of IT
 Attended 4 - week Online Training Program on Digital
Forensics from 12th July 2021 to 9th August 2021 organizaed by school of Computer science, Uttarakhand
Open University, Haldwani

MR THOMAS C G, PG Dept. of IT
 Attended ATAL FDP on Kotlin-The Next Frontier in
MetaProgramming Organized by Velalar College of
Engineering and Technology from 05-07-2021 to 09-072021
 Attended International FDP on Global Vision for Academic Excellence Organized by School of Social Work,
Roshni Nilaya, Mangaluru from 05-07-2021 to 11-072021
 Attended a Webinar on Environmental Ethics: Challenges, Dilemmas and Solutions Organized by XIM
University on 02-07-2021
 Attended a International Webinar on Cloud Computing - An Overview by Technology Architect Organized
by Chalapathi Institute of Engineering and Technology, Andhra Pradesh on 26-08-2021
 Attended FDP on Emerging Technologies in Artificial
Intelligence, Data Science and Cyber Security Organized by Amity University Rajasthan from 17-07-2021
to 21-07-2021
 Attended FDP on Open Source Demystified Level 1
Organized by Kristu Jayanti College, Bangalore from
06-08-2021 to 13-08-2021
 Attended a Workshop on Big Data Analytics in Cloud
Computing using Python Programming Organized by
Annamalai University from 09-07-2021 to 10-07-2021
 Attended a Webinar on Research Methodology Research Design and application of Research Tools Organized by University College, Mangalore on 29-07-2021
 Attended a Webinar on How to Catch Fake/Cloned/
Predatory Journals in Academics Organized by Srinivas University on 07-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on Research Innovation and
Ranking Organized by SRM Institute of Science &
Technology, Ramapuram Campus on 09-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on Use of Technology in Innovation Organized by SRM Institute of Science & Technology, Ramapuram Campus on 11-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on IEEE Xplore Organized by
AIMIT, St Aloysius College (Autonomous) on 13-082021
 Attended a Webinar on DevOps Crash Course For Beginners Organized by Edureka on 14-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on Block chain Technology: Practical Approach Organized by RVS College of Engineering, Tamilnadu on 15-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on Matlab Organized by St. Josephs University Nagaland on 23-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on ReactJS Basics Organized by
Edureka on 24-08-2021
 Attended a International Webinar on Cloud Computing - An Overview by Technology Architect Organized
by Chalapathi Institute of Engineering and Technology, Andhra Pradesh on 26-08-2021
DR SANTHOSH B, PG Dept. of IT
 Attended 4 - week Online Training Program on Digital
Forensics from 12th July 2021 to 9th August 2021 organizaed by school of Computer science, Uttarakhand
Open University, Haldwani
 Attended webinar on "IEEE Xplore" organized by
AIMIT on 13-08-2021
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Faculty Recharging
MS NAUSHEEDA B S, PG Dept. of IT
 Attended one week international research workshop
on advances in deep learning and applications at
IIIT,SriCity, Chattoor, 22-26 February 2021

 Attended one week training on image processing using
OpenCv by FinLabs, 14-18 June 2021.
 Attended Faculty Development Program on Salesforce
Developer Catalyst from 6th July 2021 to 9th July
2021 by ICT.
 Attended ATAL Sponsored 5 days Faculty Development Program on Quality Attributes for the strategic
improvement of Faculty Productivity from 3rd August
2021 to 7th August 2021 by AICTE.
MS LAVEENA C CRASTA, PG Dept. of IT

 Attended FDP on Open Source Demystified Level 1
Organized by Kristu Jayanti College, Bangalore from
06-08-2021 to 13-08-2021
 Attended a FDP on Time Series analysis and forecasting conducted by TCS in Collaboration with ISI Kolkata on 24-08-2021
 Attended FDP on Latest Trends in Computer Science
Education & Research Organized by Amity University
Jharkhand from 26-07-2021 to 30-07-2021
 Attended International FDP on Global Vision for Academic Excellence Organized by School of Social Work,
Roshni Nilaya, Mangaluru from 05-07-2021 to 11-07-2021
 Attended a Webinar on How to Catch Fake/Cloned/
Predatory Journals in Academics organized by Srinivas University on 07-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on Matlab organized by St. Josephs University Nagaland on 23-08-2021
 Attended a webinar on "Technology Trends & Use cases" organized by Srinivas University on 28-08-2021
 Attended a webinar on IEEE Xplore Organized by AIMIT, St Aloysius College (Autonomous) on 13-08-2021
 Attended a webinar on Block chain Technology: Practical Approach Organized by RVS College of Engineering, Tamilnadu on 15-08-2021
 Attended a webinar on AWS Machine learning Explained in 60 minutes conducted by Edureka on 23-072021

 Attended a Webinar on "Cancer detection using deep
learning" conducted by Edureka on 11-08--2021
 Attended a webinar on "Overcoming pandemic challenges: Measures for Academic excellence" Conducted
by St Joseph's College, Bangalore on 29th July 2021
 Attended a webinar on "Learn Ensemble in 60
minutes" conducted by Edureka on 16-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on "Learn Python fundamentals
in 60 minutes" conducted by Edureka on 19-08-2021

 Attended a Webinar on "Tableau Charts & Graphs For
Beginners " conducted by Edureka on 25-08-2021

 Attended a Webinar on "Fascinating world of Mathematics and its application in real life" conducted by St
Aloysius College Mangalore, on 09-07-2021

MR SRINIVAS B L, PG Dept. of IT
 Attended webinar on "Claiming youth spaces for the
well-being of the planet and its people" 12-08-2021, St
Aloysius college.
 Attended webinar on "IEEE xplore" 13-8-2021, AIMIT
College.
MS VANITHA T, PG Dept. of IT

 Attended ATAL Sponsored 5 days Faculty Development Program on Quality Attributes for the strategic
improvement of Faculty Productivity from 3rd August
2021 to 7thAugust 2021 by AICTE.
MS SUCHETHA VIJAYAKUMAR, PG Dept. of IT
 Attended FDP on Latest Trends in Computer Science
Education & Research Organized by Amity University
Jharkhand from 26-07-2021 to 30-07-2021
 Attended FDP on Open Source Demystified Level 1
Organized by Kristu Jayanti College, Bangalore from
06-08-2021 to 13-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on Research Methodology Research Design and application of Research Tools Organized by University College, Mangalore on 29-07-2021
 Attended a Webinar on How to Catch Fake/Cloned/
Predatory Journals in Academics Organized by Srinivas University on 07-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on IEEE Xplore Organized by
AIMIT, St Aloysius College (Autonomous) on 13-082021
 Attended a Webinar on Block chain Technology: Practical Approach Organized by RVS College of Engineering, Tamilnadu on 15-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on Matlab Organized by St. Josephs University Nagaland on 23-08-2021
 Attended a Webinar on "Technology Trends & Use
cases" Organized by IEEE SU Student Branch on
28-08-2021
MS CARREL SHAREL PEREIRA, Dept. of Economics/Commerce

 Participated ICSSR Sponsored Capacity Building Programme for Social Science Faculty from 26th July to
06th August, 2021 organized by Centre for Development Studies, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala.
MS SHAMEENA K A., Dept. of Biochemistry

 Attended- Five -day online Faculty Development Programme from 23rd -28th August 2021 on the title
“Applied Chemistry: A Catalyst for Scientific Transformations” organised by Shree Guru Gobind Singh Tricentenary University, Gurugram, Haryana, India
 Attended one day webinar in Karnataka Food Processing & Agri Conclave organised by Karnataka CII
on 28th August 2021.
DR RAKESH KUMAR B, PG Dept. of IT
 Participated and completed 5 Days AICTE-Training
and Learning Academy (ATAL) FDP on the Topic
"Quality attributes for the Strategic improvement of
faculty Productivity" from 03-08-2021 to 07-08-2021
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Faculty Excellence
MR THOMAS C G, PG Dept. of IT
 Course Completed: Version Control with Git Coursera (Atlassian University)
 Python and Django Full Stack Web Developer
Bootcamp - Udemy
 Docker for Beginners - Udemy
 XML For Absolute Beginners: Learn to create your
own tags - Udemy
 JSON For Beginners: A Very Basic Introduction—Udemy
 Build an API from scratch with Python, Django,
SQLite3 - Udemy
 How to install a Free SSL Certificate using Let's Encrypt - Udemy
 Introduction to Cloud Identity-Coursera (Google Cloud)
 Migrating to Google Cloud - Coursera (Google Cloud)
 Programming for Everybody (Getting Started with
Python) - Coursera (University of Michigan)
 Automate the Boring stuff with Python Programming—Udemy
 JavaScript Basics to Advanced [Step by Step (2021)] Udemy
MS LAVEENA C CRASTA., PG Dept. of IT
 How to write and Publish a Scientific paper completed
on July 31st 2021 - Coursera
MR SRINIVAS B L, PG Dept. of IT
 Published paper "A Comparison of Logo Allocator,
Mixed-Integer NonLinear Program, Modified Worst
Fit Decreasing VM Placement and Backward Speculative Placement Algorithm for managing Virtual Resource of Host Machines in Datacenter of Cloud" in
Journal of Huazhong University of science and Technology, June 2021
 Published paper "Logistic Regression and HostPower
for Host Machine OverLoad and UnderLoad Detection
Algorithm in cloud datacenter" in Design Engineering,
August 2021
DR RAKESH KUMAR B, PG Dept. of IT
 Resource Person webinar on "Big Data and its Applications" for the students of BCA, SDM College Mangalore
on 24-08-2021
MS CARREL SHAREL PEREIRA, Dept. of Economics/Commerce
 Resource Person for Sadhbhavana Diwas Celebration
at Milagres College, Hampankatta, Mangaluru on 20th
August, 2021
 Completed 12 Weeks MOOC Course on Business Research
Methods by Dr G Parameshwari Department of Commerce,
PES College of Science Arts and Commerce, Mandya, Karnataka on Swayam Platform.
MS JOAN RITA O’BRIEN, Dept. of Sociology
 An article of Ms Joan Rita O'Brien, HOD, Department
of Sociology, titled "The Virtual School and the Social
Circle of the Child" and Co-authored by Ms Aparna
Prashant (ex Vice President Student Council from outgoing batch 2018-21) has been published in the journal
Mahila Pratishtha, Volume 7, Issue 1, ISSN 24547891.

MS JOAN OBRIEN, Department of Sociology
 was the resource person for an online session on table
manners and dining etiquette for the teachers and
students of five branches of the Mother's Public
School, Bhubaneshwar, Odisha on 6th July 2021.
DR RICHARD GONSALVES, Dept.
of Chemistry
has selected for the AIACHE Best Innovative Faculty Award for the year
2020-21.

DR VIDYA VINUTHA D SOUZA, PG Dept. of Social
Work
R.P: Session on “Soft Skills for Employability” on August 12, 2021 at St Aloysius Institute of Education, Mangalore.
DR ADARSH GOWDA, Dept. of Food Science
 has collaborated and developed new product to KUDLA MASALA, a startup spice industry in Mangalore.
 has been selected as a reviewer for Journal of Food
science, Springer.

Student Excellence
Volunteers involved in Social Work during this Pandemic
Joseph Class, 1st BA: Worked with an NGO named
Chaithravahini Farmers Club for distributing food kits
and helped to create a common kitchen in government
school to distribute food for the covid patients.
Prithveesh S A Class, 2nd BCA: Worked with an
NGO named Yuva Brigade to deliver cooked food for
covid effected patients twice a day inside city limits. Delivered food for more than 24 covid infected people traveling 20 Km around city every day.
Merin baiju Class, 1st BA : Part of artisans counselling group by Psychology department of St Aloysius college. Creating awareness program regarding covid and
mental health through social media. They also have a
toll-free helpline from which people can get counselling
or moral support, consultation from doctors and medical
care if needed.
Anakha Aravindan, 1st BA: Part of artisans counselling group by Psychology department of St Aloysius college. Creating awareness program regarding covid and
mental health through social media. They also have a
toll-free helpline from which people can get counselling
or moral support, consultation from doctors and medical
care if needed.
Anish Dsouza- II BCA, Rahul Medonca- II BCOM
and Anish Vivon Dsouza- II BSc
Volunteered to give assistance On 28/5/21 to District
disable welfare office and Women and child development
department, Mangaluru which had organised a programme called Vaccination drive for disabled and handicapped people in Lions special school, Surathkal.
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Student Excellence
JUO Akanksha Shenoy bags I Place in State level
English Poetry Competition: St Aloysius College Autonomous, Mangalore is
proud to announce that Corporal
Akanksha Shenoy (Student of II
B.Com.) of 18 Karnataka Battalion NCC
(National Cadet Corps), Army Wing has
received first place in the State level
English Poetry Competition.
On the occasion of Kargil Vijay Diwas Celebration, 2
Karnataka Engineering Coy NCC, Surathkal conducted
a competition on patriotic poetry. It took place on the
26th of July, 2021 which included all the three wings of
NCC (Army, Air and Navy). The Cadets were informed
in prior to write an original poem based on patriotism as
their topic. The poem was required to be written either
English or Hindi languages. They were further encouraged to make a video of the recitation the same poem
and submit it to their respective battalions. The video
was then examined by the Commanding Officer and sent
to the unit in-charge of this competition.
When asked about Akanksha's response, she replied "I
am delighted that I have received this prize and grateful
to the Commanding Officer Col. Nithin R Bhide and the
Administrative Officer, Lieutenant Col. Amitabh Singh
of 18 Karnataka Battalion, the Principal, Rev Dr
Praveen Martis. S.J. and the Associated National Cadet
Corps Officer, Captain Shakin Raj of St Aloysius College
(Army wing) for encouraging me to take part in this competition. Furthermore, I would continue giving my best
to NCC in the years to come."
Reported by Ms Chandrakala
29th Mathematics Training and Talent Search Programme

Scintillate-2021: Our BBA students won the Overall
Championship in *Scintillate-2021*, a National level
online Fest held on 3rd September 2021, organized by
Corporate Club in association with SDM Law College,
Centre for Postgraduate Studies and Research in Law,

Mangaluru. 1. Steeve Shaji(3rd BBA A) - winner of Best
Manager 2. Adeena Hussain (3RD BBA A) and Swati
Methani (3RD BBA D) - Runners up of Brand embassador (Public relations event) 3. Shaun Menezes (3RD
BBA D) - winner of Negotiation 4. Afrah Khan (3RD
BBA C) and Ashwin Dsilva (3RD BBA A) - winners of
Marketing 5. Shaheen Yakub (3RD BBA B) - Participated in joint venture 6. Vanshika shetty (3RD BBA C) and
Hisham Mohammed Ashraf (3RD BBA D) - Participated
in Star Entrepreneur and Riya Risheeka (3RD BBA C) Participated in Shark Tank.

Scintillate-2021:
Our
B.Com. students, Mishal
Lenira DSouza, II B.Com.
and Abdul Rahiman Ayan,
II BCom, won the Runners
up in Star Entrepreneur
event during *Scintillate2021*, a National level
online Fest held on 3rd September 2021, organized by
Corporate Club in association with SDM Law College, Centre for Postgraduate Studies and Research in
Law, Mangaluru.
Essay Competition: Ms. Naditha T
K, III semester
student of M.Sc
Physics won I prize with a cash
award of Rs.10,000 in essay competition conducted by Karnataka Science
and Technology Academy (KSTA).
The topic o the essay was “Post Covid
19: Role of Science and Technology in
Economic Revival”
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